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About This Game

Once upon a time The Earth was green and beautiful. It was entrusted to humans to use it wisely together with all living things.

Over time humans developed advanced technology using up the Earth’s natural resources. Humans lost their connection with the
Earth. Caring only for their selfish interests, they didn’t notice the injuries that they had inflicted upon the Earth.

Climate change became the Earth’s scream for help. But nobody heard. Nobody until the cries become so strong that they woke
up Ziro, the youngest member of the ancient order of Snowmen Earth guardians.

Ziro will take you on a journey of puzzle solving. You will be able to learn how you can reconnect and help Mother Earth.

Ziro is innovative puzzle game offering incredible game-play in various levels of difficulty. You can relax and enjoy, or try to
solve a serious puzzle that will prove to be a true challenge even for the experienced puzzle solver.

So, Warm Up The Brain and Cool Down The Earth!

Key features:

Puzzle game featuring over 300 mind-cracking levels that will take player all around world in noble quest of fighting
global warming
Full 3D graphics powered by Ultra Engine technology that provides stunning graphics and visual effects rarely seen in
casual games
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A wide variety of puzzle elements that will heat up even the most prepared brains
Relax tension of problem solving and boost up your mood with 40 minutes of funky music
3 different game modes: Quest, Skill and Practice – a challenge for everyone’s taste
36 Steam Achievements
Each level Leaderboard, including total Leaderboards for each game mode
Enjoy the trip around the world through beautiful environments that are unique and characteristic for each part of the
globe
Learn the most important facts about global warming through fun and excitement
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 28 May, 2010
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The story continues for George Stobbart and his friend Nico, into what appears to be a Raiders of the Lost Ark kinda story.
Hunted by Mafia, you uncover a plot by an order of the Vatican to employ the power of the lost Ark of the Testament in order
to fashion a weapon that will cleanse the planet from the "unbelievers". The game is 3D, better made than the previous one,
graphics are nice and in general it's a good game. I recommend it to those who like to proceed to the Broken Sword story.. Soo,
yeah. I watched the playthrough of this game. Yes, I tried it about for about 40 minutes. No, my heart can't take it and after
watching through videos I know I DEFINITELY can't handle the stress of being chased around by The Killer, especially since
the key to avoiding it requires a good speaker (to avoid the footsteps). That is the WORST.

That being said, about 20 minutes to the game I have the feeling that this is just the beginning of a series, and seeing the ending
I knew I was right. It's a good plan in my opinion, to have The Coma makes its debut and use the profit (if you have any left
after production and paying salaries...) so you can put it in the sequel.

I'd imagined that the protagonist and the female protagonist will get together and enter different Comas and save people or
something, but what you have now isn't bad at all too, especially since it seems to offer the possibility of different characters
playthroughs. Yan Hong (I don't know how to spell her name...) seems to play a central figure although her importance wasn't
shown in this first game, and I expect to see her as the MC in the next one. Even characters like Miss Song and Mina seem like
they'll play a role in the next game; maybe like playing each of them going through The Coma and work together to eventually...
well, no spoilers.

It's a cool game. The atmosphere is just right, the sound effects are awesome (or maybe I just have super low tolerance against
horror sound effects), and while the gameplay can be boring for gamers who are easily desentisized, The Coma is a quality
debut of a game. I really look forward to the next one!... Even though I might not buy it since I literally gathered my courage to
buy this, and couldn't even endure for an hours.... Gun Brothers is top-down shooter that delivers retro visuals with a good dose
of electronic music piercing through you as you tear apart enemies with a variety of weapons. The controls feel punchy, the
sounds loud and in your face, and the weapons fun to use. Minor things could be fixed such as the menu music repeating
through screens, a larger variety in enemies, and some crazier weapons thrown into mix. Generally, some good, solid fun!. There
is a lot of visual noise here, and the background music is honestly really distracting on some levels. But if you're able to get past
some flaws, the game itself is a pretty solid spacial puzzler that's worth the cost of admission (especially if you get it on sale like
I did). While the choice in music is questionable, the makers of this game definitely know what they're doing when it comes to
sound design, because by adding some grinding and satisfying thuds, they made clicking on a bunch of triangles oddly appealing
to do.

Just a heads up though, the background music in the game sounds NOTHING like what they put in the trailer.

EDIT: Never mind. I made it to around level 60, and the sensory assault just becomes way to much to handle.. NIS America
made a Zelda game. WHY ARE YOU READING THIS, BUY IT.. Remember Split\/Second ? Well, in my opinion, this is the
game that started the game mechanic where you race and blow up the environments at the same time.
It's the same as all the other arcade racers - it isn't even good, mind you - but it mixes racing with vehicular combat and
destructible environments. Somewhat succesful. It's kind of fun at times, but Split\/Second is better in every way so if I have to
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make a choice for you; go for that game.

[Rating: 64\/100]. This game is a real blast! The controls are very responsive, the backstory (what little there is at least) is
entertaining, the art style is great, the music is funky, grenades are pure awesome and it's FUN. What more could you want?

Oh and, this just in...

Ka-BOOOM!!!. My squad hates me because I made bad decisions
My rival hates me because I made cowardly decisions
Man up only in the dumbest situations
What can I say, I'd make a horrible commander

A fun ride for me no doubt. 5 hours of reading time for me, so take that as you will.
2-3 euros well spent.
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Okay so I just bought this game and when I start the game it crashes every times I restarted it I shut it down I uninstalled it and
still it crashes. While fun at first it gets repetive pretty fast. not sensitive controls, no progress when in coop, gets boring. This
game is non-"user friendly".
The beginning boss is terrible strong. The whole screen full with colourful bullets until u can't response at all. It is impossible to
hide from these terrible "attacks". The life is difficult, why you still playing more difficult game to suffer???. I don't reccomend
this at all no matter how cheap it is. Its not very fun and it is repetitive.. Very unique game. 10\/10. its a pretty fun game, it has a
great concept and overgameplay is prettymuch straight forward, good side is that you can play this game with no drm or dlc (pls
no dlc!) and a great timewaster, but overall a great game!. A fun simple shooting experience at its pricetag of only $2 its worth it
especially if you know someone who is afraid of cockroaches but you probably won't play it a lot. My son and wife made a
video of it on youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ek_Wx7Kx9uk and enjoyed it as well mainly due to my wife's terror
of cockroaches.. Fun puzzle \/ platformer. 3-5 hrs of levels, depending on how meticulous you are.
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